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ABSTRACT. This study presents the effects of project uncertainties on nonlinear time-cost tradeoff (TCT) profile of real life engineering projects by the fusion of fuzzy logic and artificial neural network (ANN) models with hybrid meta-heuristic (HMH) technique, abridged as Fuzzy-ANN-HMH. Nonlinear time-cost relationship of project activities is dealt with ANN models. ANN models are then integrated with HMH technique to search for Pareto-optimal nonlinear TCT profile. HMH technique incorporates simulated annealing in the selection process of multiobjective genetic algorithm. Moreover, in real life engineering projects, uncertainties like management experience, labor skills, and weather conditions are commonly involved, which affect the duration and cost of the project activities. Fuzzy-ANN-HMH analyzes responsiveness of nonlinear TCT profile with respect to these uncertainties. A comparison of Fuzzy-ANN-HMH is made with another method in literature to solve nonlinear TCT problem and the superiority of Fuzzy-ANN-HMH is demonstrated by results. The study gives project planners to carry out the best plan that optimizes time and cost to complete a project under uncertain environment.

1. Introduction

Time-cost tradeoff (TCT) analysis is the probably the most important aspect of engineering projects. The objective of the TCT analysis is to reduce the project duration to meet a specific deadline with the least cost. In general, there is a tradeoff between the time and cost to complete an activity. In this study we are considering nonlinear TCT problems wherein time-cost relationship of each project activity in a project network is nonlinear. ANN models are capable to capture nonlinear time-cost relationship of each activity. In real life projects, uncertain variables like management experience (ME), labor skills (LS), weather conditions (WC) are commonly present, and during project implementation phase these dynamically affect the project schedule.

1.1. Literature Review. While scheduling the projects, uncertainties can be handled by the fuzzy set theory. Many researchers have focused on modeling the effects of uncertainties on the time of project activities while ignoring the effects on the cost of activities. An integrated fuzzy simulation and genetic algorithm method for describing the uncertainty of activity duration times is proposed by Ke et al.
Leu et al. [9] have used fuzzy set theory to model the variations in the duration of activities due to changing environmental factors. The effects of project uncertainties on linear TCT profiles using integrated fuzzy genetic algorithm (GA) approach have been dealt in [14]. Eshtehardian et al. [4] have used fuzzy numbers to address the uncertainties in the activities execution times and costs. TCT analysis of a project network in fuzzy environments is dealt in [2], where the membership function of the fuzzy minimum total crash cost is constructed. A hybrid technique combining simulated annealing algorithms and fuzzy logic is proposed to model the managers’ behavior in predicting time and cost of TCT problem [18]. Pathak et al. [15] have solved nonlinear TCT problems of project scheduling by neural network embedded multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA). Srivastava et al. [16] deal with a variety of TCT problems encountered in engineering projects using paradigms of computational intelligence.

A fusion of fuzzy logic and ANN models with HMH technique is presented in this work to analyze the responsiveness of nonlinear TCT profiles with respect to ME, LS and WC. ANN models facilitate the evaluation of fitness function of HMH technique. HMH technique incorporates simulated annealing in the selection process of MOGA for deciding offspring for the next generation population. It is important to note that the working of HMH (fitness function evaluation etc.) technique used is quite unconventional in comparison to other multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) [3]. A fuzzy logic framework is used for modeling the uncertainties of time and cost of project activities. Elitism in HMH is incorporated by keeping the individuals on the tradeoff profile for the next generation, which helps in converging to the true tradeoff profile. It may be noted that fusions like Fuzzy-ANN-HMH are rarely present in the literature to solve nonlinear TCT problems, however, Fuzzy-ANN-HMH is compared with another method, called integrated fuzzy-ANN-GA (IFAG), in [16] and it is demonstrated that Fuzzy-ANN-HMH has better performance.

1.2. Nonlinear Time-Cost Tradeoff Problem: A Mathematical Description and Problem Formulation. Reducing completion time of a project activity, in general, increases its cost. The minimum cost to complete an activity is called the normal cost, and the corresponding duration is known as the normal time. Whereas the minimum possible duration to complete an activity is the crash time, and the corresponding cost is the crash cost. A nonlinear relationship of a project activity is shown in Figure 1. Mathematical description of a nonlinear TCT problem is as follows.

Let the set $\Omega$ represents the space of all feasible instances $\theta$ of the network where an instance $\theta = \{< t_i, c_i > : CT_i \leq t_i \leq NT_i, \quad i = 1, 2, ..., n \}$ with $t_i$ and $c_i$ are time and cost of $i^{th}$ activity respectively. $n$ denotes the number of activities in the network. $CT_i, NT_i$ are crash time and normal time of $i^{th}$ activity respectively. For $i^{th}$ activity, $c_i = f_i(t_i)$ where $f_i : [CT_i, NT_i] \rightarrow R$ is a nonlinear map. $t_\theta$ and $c_\theta$ denote the project duration and project cost respectively. Three possible problem formulations for the TCT problem are:
(a) Find $\theta^*$ such that $c_{\theta^*} = \min_{\theta \in \phi} \{ c_{\theta} : t_{\theta} \leq d \}$ where $d$ is the given project deadline.

(b) Find $\theta^*$ such that $t_{\theta^*} = \min_{\theta \in \phi} \{ t_{\theta} : c_{\theta} \leq b \}$ where $b$ is the given project budget.

(c) When the objective is to identify the entire time-cost tradeoff profile for the project network, then the problem is to find $B = \{ \theta^* \in \phi : \exists \theta \in \phi \text{ with } (t_{\theta} \leq t_{\theta^*}) \land (c_{\theta} \leq c_{\theta^*}) \}$ with strict inequality in at least one case.

Here the set of instances $\theta^*$ represents the entire time-cost tradeoff profile over the set of feasible project durations for the network. The decision-maker is free to choose a $\theta^*$ depending on specific project requirements.

There is a set of options for carrying out each activity, and project managers can choose an option for each activity to minimize project cost and project duration simultaneously.

Suppose that a project network consists of $n$ activities. Each activity $i$ can be performed with $\theta_i$ options with a corresponding cost $c_i$ and time duration $t_i$. Let $x_i$ be the option chosen for $i^{th}$ activity for the TCT problem, therefore the vector of decision variables is taken as $X = x_1, x_2, ..., x_n$. Let $ES_i$ be the earliest start time of the $i^{th}$ activity calculated according to the precedence relationships for the project network.

The multiobjective TCT problem is defined as:

$$\text{Minimize Cost } C(X) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i(x_i)$$  \hspace{0.2cm} (1)

$$\text{Minimize Time } T = \max\{ ES_i + t_i(x_i) : i = 1, 2, ..., n \}$$  \hspace{0.2cm} (2)

Subject to

$$1 \leq x_i \leq \theta_i$$  \hspace{0.2cm} (3)

The project duration $T$ is determined by computing the maximum path time (critical path method).

### 1.3. Modeling of Time-Cost Relationship with ANNs.

In most cases an ANN is an adaptive system that changes its structure based on external or internal information that flows through the network. In more practical terms neural networks are nonlinear statistical data modeling tools. They can be used to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs. In this work, time-cost relationship of each project activity is modeled using back-propagation neural network (BPNN) with Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) learning rule (Figure 2). BPNN is a multiple layer network with an input layer, an output layer and some hidden layers between the input and output layers [5]. LM learning rule is relatively faster in modeling input-output relationships of complex processes [17]. The LM approximation update rule is $\Delta W = [J^T J + \mu I]^{-1} J^T \varepsilon$, where $\Delta W$ is a ‘weight update’ matrix, $J$ is a Jacobian matrix that contains first derivatives of the network errors with respect to the weights, $J^T$ is the transpose of matrix $J$, $I$ is the identity matrix,
\( \varepsilon \) is a vector of network errors, and \( \mu \) is a scalar. If the scalar \( \mu \) is very large, the above expression becomes gradient descent method with a small step size. When the scalar \( \mu \) is small the above expression is Gauss-Newton method. The Gauss-Newton method is faster and accurate. Hence, the aim is to shift towards the Gauss-Newton method as quickly as possible. Thus the scalar \( \mu \) is decreased after each successful step and increased only when a step increases the error.

**Figure 1.** Nonlinear Time-cost Tradeoff Relationship for an Activity

**Figure 2.** Neural Network Architecture for Nonlinear TCT Problem

1.4. **Fuzzy Inference System.** Fuzzy set theory was first proposed by Zadeh in 1965 [19] and after that used by Mamdani [11] in control. This is based on fuzzy logic and can be used in a wide range of domains in which information is incomplete or imprecise. Fuzzy set theory is a very powerful tool to represent imprecise concepts that uses linguistic variables rather than quantitative variables. Linguistic variable is a variable whose values are words or sentences in a given language. Fuzzy inference system (FIS) is the process of formulating the mapping from a given input
to an output using fuzzy logic. The mapping then provides a basis from which decisions can be made. The process of fuzzy inference involves membership functions, fuzzy logic operators, and ‘if-then’ rules. In this study, a Mamdani-type FIS [12] is employed using MATLAB’s fuzzy logic toolbox. Mamdani’s effort was based on Lotfi Zadeh’s paper on fuzzy algorithms for complex systems and decision processes [20].

1.5. Simulated Annealing. Simulated annealing (SA) is a stochastic optimization method for searching the global optimum in the entire search space [8]. SA is motivated by an analogy to annealing in solids, a technique involving heating and controlled cooling of a material to increase the size of its crystals and reduce their defects. SA chooses a random move to the neighbourhood of the original solution. If the move is better than its current position then SA will always take it. If the move is worse (i.e. of lesser quality) then it will be accepted based on Boltzmann probability factor. The probability factor is regulated by a global parameter $T$ (called the temperature). The selection of temperature is such that initially the probability of acceptance of a bad move is high (approximately 1) but as the temperature is slowly decreased, the probability of accepting a bad move is negligible (approximately 0). Such strategy enables the technique to seek the global optimum without getting stuck in any local optimum. The initial temperature, $T^{(1)}$ and final temperature, $T^{(f)}$ are calculated as follows:

Initially the probability of accepting a bad move is $e^{-\frac{\Delta d}{T^{(1)}}} = 0.99$ and finally it is $e^{-\frac{\Delta d}{T^{(f)}}} = 0.0001$, where $\Delta d$ is the change of distance between the two neighborhood points in search space. This distance is calculated over the number of solutions. $T^{(1)}$ is gradually decreased using the cooling ratio ($cool_r$), and it comes down to almost zero in the final stage of iterations.

This paper is divided to four sections. Section 1 is Introduction with five subsections. Section 1.1 describes past studies in solving different versions of TCT problems. Mathematical description and problem formulation are presented in section 1.2. ANN, FIS and SA are introduced in sections 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 respectively. Section 2 describes Methodology with three subsections: 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Section 2.1 details out HMH technique: section 2.1.1 to section 2.1.7 covers fundamentals of HMH, section 2.1.8 describes working of HMH, and section 2.1.9 and section 2.1.10 illustrate pseudo code of HMH technique and Boltzmann criterion respectively. Section 2.2 explicates FIS: input and output variables are defined in section 2.2.1, membership function curves for input and output variables are identified in section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 respectively, section 2.2.4 describes fuzzy rule sets employed to deal with uncertain environment, defuzzyfication is illustrated in section 2.2.5, and section 2.2.6 furnishes pseudo-code for designing FIS. Section 2.3 explains step-wise procedure of Fuzzy-ANN-HMH approach. Section 3 elucidates results and discussion on two case studies: section 3.1 focuses on ANN training, section 3.2 illustrates effects of uncertainties, and section 3.3 brings out the comparison of Fuzzy-ANN-HMH with IFAG. Conclusions are mentioned in the last section, i.e. section 4.
2. Methodology

The methodology is detailed in the following subsections.

2.1. Hybrid Meta-Heuristic Technique. HMH technique [16], [13] along with its fundamentals is described below for its ready reference.

2.1.1. Structure of a Solution. The solution is a string (Figure 3) representing an instance \( \theta \) of the project schedule. Each element \( t_i(\text{time}) \) of an \( n \)-tuple string \( S: [t_1, t_2, t_3, ..., t_n] \), can assume any value (a natural number) from \( [CT_i, NT_i] \). Associated project duration \( (t_\theta) \) and project cost \( (c_\theta) \) of each individual string is determined by computing the maximum path time and by summing up the cost for each activity respectively. The cost data of each activity is intelligently determined by the corresponding trained ANN.

2.1.2. Initial Population. Initial population of HMH consists of \( n_p \) solutions, where \((n_p-2)\) strings are selected randomly from the feasible search space, i.e., each \( t_i \) of a string is chosen randomly from \([CT_i, NT_i]\). The remaining two strings are formed such that for the first string \( t_i = NT_i \), \( \forall i = 1, 2, ..., n \) and for the second string \( t_i = CT_i \), \( \forall i = 1, 2, ..., n \). This will ensure a good diversification of population in each generation of HMH technique while searching for Pareto-optimal TCT profile. These solutions are referred to as ‘parents’.

2.1.3. Tradeoff Profile. Let \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) be two strings in a population \( F \). \( \theta_1 \) dominates \( \theta_2 \) if \( t_{\theta_1} \leq t_{\theta_2} \) and \( c_{\theta_1} \leq c_{\theta_2} \) with either being \( t_{\theta_1} < t_{\theta_2} \) or \( c_{\theta_1} < c_{\theta_2} \). Let \( \mathcal{D} \) be a binary relation defined on the set \( F \) by \( \mathcal{D} = \{ (\theta_1, \theta_2) : \theta_1, \theta_2 \in F \land \theta_1 \text{ dominates } \theta_2 \} \), then the non-dominating set \( NDS \) is given by \( NDS = \{ \theta_i \in F : (\theta_i, \theta_j) \notin \mathcal{D} \forall j, j \neq i \} \), i.e. it represents the strings (solutions) of \( F \) which are not dominated by any other string of \( F \). These non-dominating solutions are referred to as tradeoff points (Figure 4) and curve joining these points is called TCT profile in the context of project management literature. For more clarity Algorithm 1 is defined for tradeoff profile.

2.1.4. Convex Hull. We define a convex hull merely as a boundary (set of points) that encloses all members of a population with smallest convex set. This boundary is in the form of straight line segments (Figure 4). The purpose of drawing a convex hull for each population of HMH technique is to evaluate the fitness of each individual in the population [6]. A convex hull may not include all the solution points of the non-dominated solutions as illustrated in Figure 4 and Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1: Tradeoff Profile (Tradeoff Points)

Let population of size $n_p$ contain ‘time’ and ‘cost’ in an array ‘pop’ of an order of $n_p \times 2$; tradeoffpoints = φ, sortpop = φ, temp.pop = φ, index = 1 : Initialization of variables;

for $i = 1$ to $n_p$ do
    for $j = 1$ to $n_p$ do
        if ($i \neq j$) & (pop($j$, 1) <= pop($i$, 1)) & (pop($j$, 2) < pop($i$, 2)) then
            temp.pop($i$, 1) = nan; Assigning $i^{th}$ position of temp.pop($i$, 1) as ‘nan’ (not a number) i.e. blank
            temp.pop($i$, 2) = nan; Assigning $i^{th}$ position of temp.pop($i$, 2) as ‘nan’ (not a number) i.e. blank
            break
        else
            temp.pop($i$, 1) = pop($i$, 1); Assigning non-dominated ‘time’ to temp.pop($i$, 1) array
            temp.pop($i$, 2) = pop($i$, 2); Assigning non-dominated ‘cost’ to temp.pop($i$, 2) array
        end
    end
end

Following steps will store the non-dominating set of points to tradeoffpoints array from temp.pop array. for $i = 1$ to $n_p$ do
    if (temp.pop($i$, 1) >= 0 or temp.pop($i$, 2) < 0) then
        index = index + 1
        tradeoffpoints(index, 1) = temp.pop($i$, 1)
        tradeoffpoints(index, 2) = temp.pop($i$, 2)
    end
end

2.1.5. Distance Measurement. The distance $d_i$ of an individual solution point in a population is determined by calculating the minimal Euclidean distance $d_{ik}$ between the $i^{th}$ solution point and each of the segment $k$ of the convex hull, i.e., $d_i = \min_{\forall k} (d_{ik})$ (Figure 4). The solutions with a lower value of distance are fitter than those having larger value of the distance.

2.1.6. Crossover. One point crossover is used in this study. In one point crossover, the $i^{th}$ string, $S_i$ produces a new string by performing crossover with another $j^{th}$ string, $S_j$ selected randomly. A random integer $z$ with $1 \leq z \leq n$ is chosen, where $z$ represents the crossover site. The first $z$ positions of the new string are taken from the first $z$ positions of $S_i$ while the remaining $(n - z)$ positions are defined by the $(n - z)$ positions of $S_j$.

2.1.7. Mutation. The mutation operator modifies a randomly selected activity of a string with a probability $p_m$. In this study, $(p_m \times |F|)$ strings will undergo for mutation. The mutation operator works on a given string in the following manner.
Algorithm 2: Convex hull

Let population of size \( n_p \) contain ‘time’ and ‘cost’ in an array ‘pop’ of an order of \( n_p \times 2 \);

\( i = 2, k = 1, \) numb = 2, \( \text{convexhull} = \phi, \text{sortpop} = \phi \); Initialization of variables

\( \text{sortpop} = \text{sortrows}(\text{pop}); \) Sort the points of pop by x-coordinate(time), in case of a tie, sort by y-coordinate(cost) and store in \( \text{sortpop} \)

\( \text{convexhull}(1,:) = \text{sortpop}(1,:); \) Taking first pair of point i.e. ‘time’ and ‘cost’ from sorted population

while (\( i < n_p \)) do
  \( \text{flag} = 1; \) Initialization of \( \text{flag} \) variable
  while (\( \text{flag} \& (i < n_p) \)) do
    while (\( \text{sortpop}(k,1) == \text{sortpop}(i,1) \)) do
      \( i = i + 1; \) Increment in variable \( i \)
    end
    \( \text{slope1} = \frac{\text{sortpop}(k,2) - \text{sortpop}(i,2)}{\text{sortpop}(k,1) - \text{sortpop}(i,1)}; \) Finding the slope
    \( i = i + 1; \) Increment in variable \( i \)
    while (\( \text{sortpop}(k,1) == \text{sortpop}(i,1) \)) do
      \( i = i + 1; \) Increment in variable \( i \)
    end
    \( \text{slope2} = \frac{\text{sortpop}(k,2) - \text{sortpop}(i,2)}{\text{sortpop}(k,1) - \text{sortpop}(i,1)}; \) Finding the slope
    if (\( \text{slope2} > \text{slope1} \)) then
      \( \text{flag} = 0 \)
    end
  end
  if (!\( \text{flag} \)) then
    \( \text{convexhull}(	ext{numb},:) = \text{sortpop}(i-1,:); \)
    \( \text{numb} = \text{numb} + 1; \) Increment in variable \( \text{numb} \)
    \( k = i - 1; \) Updating the value of \( K \)
  end
end

\( \text{convexhull}(	ext{numb},:) = \text{sortpop}(n_p,:); \) : Adding last point of \( \text{sortpop} \) to \( \text{convexhull} \)
for completing the all points of convex hull

The value of an element \( t_i, \ 1 \leq i \leq n \) in string \( S: [t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_n] \) is randomly replaced by \( r, \ r \in [CT_i, NT_i] \).

2.1.8. Working of HMH. HMH technique incorporates SA in the selection process of MOGA, thus providing the advantages of both MOGA and SA. This begins with generating an initial population (refer section 2.1.2) of \( n_p \) solutions (strings), referred to as ‘parents’, say; \( P_t, \ t = 1, 2, \ldots, n_p \). Initially each parent \( P_t \) produces \( |Q_t| = \frac{2n}{n_p} \) number of offsprings by performing a crossover with a randomly selected string from the remaining population of parents, where \( n_c \) is the total number of offsprings produced in each generation is fixed; this number is suitably chosen such that the search space can be extensively scanned for the selection process to follow. Now mutation (refer section 2.1.7) is applied on randomly selected strings of the offsprings population in each generation, in order to introduce random changes in
subsequent generations. A parent, $P_t$, with its offsprings, $Q_t$, constitute a family, say, $R_t$. Thus $n_p$ families exist in the initial generation. Each family, $R_t$, has a single parent i.e., $|P_t| = 1$ in the initial generation. The tradeoff curve of the families is determined which represents the non-dominated set of solutions (refer section 2.1.3). Thereafter, the convex hull is drawn (refer section 2.1.4). The basic idea for drawing the convex hull is that if the distance of an individual from convex hull is smaller than other individuals, then this individual has better fitness with respect to either one or all of the objectives (Figure 4). For each family $R_t$, its members on the tradeoff curve are counted, say; $|F_t|$. These $|F_t|$ members become the parents for the $t^{th}$ family for the next generation, say; $P_t'$. However, if for a $t^{th}$ family, no member appears on the tradeoff curve, then the $t^{th}$ family is not rejected all together in the hope of its improvement in future. To decide the parent for the next generation from this family, a member of this family which is nearest to the tradeoff curve is selected. This proximity is measured by a fitness function (refer section 2.1.5). The importance of the number $|F_t|$ is twofold. Firstly it determines the parents for the next generation chosen from each family. This is how elitism is incorporated in the algorithm, which helps it in converging closer to true Pareto-optimal front (tradeoff curve). Elites of a current population are given an opportunity to be directly carried over to the next generation. Therefore, a ‘good’ solution found in a current generation will never be lost unless a better solution is discovered. The absence of elitism does not guarantee this feature [1]. Importantly the presence of elites enhances the probability of creating better offsprings [16]. It is observed that this heuristic helps in keeping a ‘good’ distribution of solutions over the tradeoff curve. The next step is to decide the number of offsprings, say; $|Q_t'|$, allocated to each family of the next generation. This number provides the information of how good each family is with respect to the diversification. To accomplish this, a distance measure has been defined (Figure 4) which measures the ‘nearness’ of each member of a family to the tradeoff curve. To select the members

**Figure 4. Fitness Evaluation of each Member of the Population**
of offspring ($Q'_t$), the process of SA has been incorporated into the selection process using the procedure $Boltzmann()$ (refer section 2.1.10). The number of offspring $|Q'_t|$ is proportional to the number of members of each family which are closer to the convex hull. Further, $Q'_t$ also plays a direct role in measuring the fitness of each family $R_t$, that is, number of offsprings to be produced in the next generation by family $R_t$ is determined by number of tradeoff points ($|F_t|$) plus the number of family members who qualify the Boltzman criterion (refer section 1.5), say; $|B_t|$. This is obvious as these $|F_t|$ members are on the tradeoff curve. As mentioned earlier, initially each family has a single parent, but in subsequent generations the number of parents of each family may be more than one (as $|F_t| \geq 1$ for the families whose members are on the tradeoff curve). In such a case, the number of offsprings, $|Q'_t|$ is almost equally divided among $P'_t$ parents for producing the offsprings. Now $R_t$ family is updated by new family $R'_t$, which consists of $|P'_t|$ parents plus $|Q'_t|$ offsprings. The algorithm is able to search for the best family in the evolution process. The process is repeated until no improvement is observed in the tradeoff curve for a specified number of generations.

2.1.9. Pseudo-code of HMH technique. HMH technique is elucidated in the following steps:

1. set initial parameters i.e., $T^{(1)}$, $T^{(f)}$, $n_c$, $n_p$, and $Gen = 1$
2. Each parent $P_t$ produces $|Q_t| = \frac{n_c}{n_p}$, $t = 1, 2, ..., n_p$, number of offsprings by performing crossover
3. Apply Mutation on $Q_t$ offsprings (refer section 2.1.7)
4. $R_t = P_t \cup Q_t$: Families of the first generation
5. Plot the tradeoff points of $R_t$ (refer section 2.1.3)
6. Plot the convex hull of $R_t$ (refer section 2.1.4)

Following steps decide the parents, offsprings and families for the next generation.

7. Select the tradeoff points of $R_t$; say $F_t$
8. If $F_t = \phi$, then select a member of this family which is nearest to the tradeoff curve and say it is $F_t$ for this family. This proximity is measured by a fitness function (refer section 2.1.5)
9. $P'_t = F_t$: Parents for the next generation
10. $M_t = R_t \cap F_t$: Members of $R_t$ excluding $F_t$
11. $B_t = Member of M_t$, who qualify the Boltzmann criterion (refer section 2.1.10)
12. Until $\sum_{t=1}^{n_p}(|P'_t| + |Q'_t|) \neq n_p + n_c$ do
   If $\sum_{t=1}^{n_p}(|P'_t| + |Q'_t|) > n_p + n_c$ then
\[ |Q'_t| = |Q'_t| - 1 \]
\[ t = t + 1 \]
if \( t = n_p \) then set \( t = 1 \)
else If \( \sum_{t=1}^{n_p} (|P'_t| + |Q'_t|) < n_p + n_c \) then
\[ |Q'_t| = |Q'_t| + 1 \]
\[ t = t + 1 \]
if \( t = n_p \) then set \( t = 1 \)
End

Here step 12 keeps the number of solutions same for each generation.

13. Each parent \( P'_t \) produces \( |Q'_t| \) number of offsprings by performing crossover
14. Apply Mutation on \( Q'_t \) offsprings
15. \( R'_t = P'_t \cup Q'_t \) : Families for the next generation
16. \( R_t = R'_t \) : Update the current generation families
17. \( Gen = Gen + 1 \) : Increment in the generation
18. Repeat step 5 to 17 until the tradeoff curve remains identical or certain number of iterations has been reached

2.1.10. Procedure Boltzmann(). To decide the number of the points who qualify the Boltzmann criterion, the procedure Boltzmann() is explained in the following steps:

1. Set
\[ B_t = \phi : \text{Members who qualify the Boltzmann criterion} \]
\[ h = 1 : \text{Iteration count} \]
\[ cool_r = 0.85 : \text{Cooling ratio is decided by performing the exhaustive experiments.} \]
2. \( R_t = P_t \cup Q_t \) : Family of the generation
3. \( M_t = R_t \cap F_t \) : Select only those members of this family, which is not on the tradeoff curve
4. For \( u = 1 \) to \( |M_t| \)
\[ if \left( e^{\frac{h}{2k}} > \rho \right) : \rho \text{ is a random number between 0 and 1} \]
\[ B_t = B_t \cup M_t : \text{Increment in } B_t \]
\[ T^{(h+1)} = cool_r \times T^{(h)} : \text{Update the temperature} \]
\[ h = h + 1 : \text{Increment in the iteration} \]

2.2. Building a Fuzzy Inference System for Project Uncertainties. This section introduces the graphical user interface (GUI) editors and viewers in Fuzzy Logic Toolbox of MATLAB to define membership functions and fuzzy rules set and analyzes the behavior of Fuzzy Inference System (FIS).

2.2.1. FIS for linguistic input and output variables. FIS Editor (Figure 5) is employed for capturing the effects of linguistic variables such as ME, LS and WC on each activity duration and cost of the project network. FIS has been designed with ME, LS and WC as input linguistic variables and ‘activity duration’ and ‘activity cost’ as output linguistic variables for each activity of the project network.
2.2.2. *Membership Function Curves of Input Variables*. Each input linguistic variable namely ME, LS and WC are defined in the range \([0, 1]\) and are modeled using five triangular membership functions such as shown in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively, for each activity of the project network.

**Figure 6.** Membership Function for Management Experience

**Figure 7.** Membership Function for Labour Skills
2.2.3. Membership Function Curves for Output Variables. The output variables ‘activity duration’ and ‘activity cost’ have been modeled by 7 membership functions over the universe of discourse (UOD) for each activity of the project network. For one activity, membership function curves are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 for ‘activity duration’ and ‘activity cost’ respectively. The range of UOD for ‘activity duration’ and ‘activity cost’ are assumed between \((D - 0.2 \times D \text{ to } D + 0.2 \times D)\) and \((C - 0.2 \times C \text{ to } C + 0.2 \times C)\) where \(D\) and \(C\) takes ‘normal duration’, ‘crash duration’ and ‘normal cost’, ‘crash cost’ for each activity of the project network.

**Figure 8. Membership Function for Weather Conditions**

**Figure 9. Membership Function for Activity Duration**

2.2.4. Fuzzy rules set. Since each input linguistic variable is modeled using five membership functions and each output linguistic variable is modeled using 7 membership functions, thus total 6125 \((5 \times 5 \times 7 \times 7)\) fuzzy rules sets are possible for each activity of the project network. In this study, 252 fuzzy rules sets are designed for each activity. It is important to note that 252 fuzzy rules sets are decided by performing the experiments on various combinations of fuzzy rules set and found that this number gives the good results. These fuzzy rules sets comprises of 126 fuzzy rules sets for each activity of project network within ‘normal time’ and ‘normal cost’ and 126 fuzzy rules sets for each activity of project network within ‘crash time’ and ‘crash cost’. For example, If ME is ‘very less’, LS is ‘very low’ and WC is ‘bad’ then ‘activity duration’ is ‘very long’ and ‘activity cost’ is ‘very large’ is
one such rule. Fuzzy rules sets are constructed by taking different combinations of linguistic input variables (ME, LS, WC) and linguistic output variables (‘activity cost’, ‘activity duration’).

2.2.5. Defuzzification. Defuzzification is applied to each linguistic time-cost pair corresponding to the normal and crash conditions to transform a new time-cost pair, which reflects the impact of fuzzy conditions. This new time-cost pair is referred to as ‘fuzzy time-cost’ pair.

2.2.6. Pseudo-code for designing FIS. In this section, designing of FIS is explained with step-by-step:

1. Set the number of activities of project network = $\text{Act}$ (say) and $I = 1$ ($I$ is for increment).
2. Using FIS-Editor, add three input variables namely ME, LS, WC in range $[0, 1]$ and two output variables namely ‘activity duration’ and ‘activity cost’ in range $[D - 0.2 \times D, D + 0.2 \times D]$ and $[C - 0.2 \times C, C + 0.2 \times C]$ respectively as shown in Figure 5.
3. Add five membership functions for each input linguistic variable as shown in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively and add seven membership functions for each output linguistic variable as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively.
4. Design ‘252’ fuzzy rules sets for $I^{th}$ activity as mentioned in section 2.2.4.
5. Defuzzification is applied to obtained the ‘fuzzy time-cost’ pair.
6. $I = I + 1$
7. Repeat steps 2 to 5 until $I \neq \text{Act}$.

2.3. Working of Fuzzy-ANN-HMH Approach. Fusion of Fuzzy and ANN with HMH technique is explained with the following steps:

1. Input project uncertainties (ME, LS, WC) in Fuzzy Logic Framework (refer section 2.2), which generates a set of ‘fuzzy time-cost’ pair for each activity of a given project.
2. Set the initial parameters: $T^{(1)}$, $T^{(f)}$, $n_c$, $n_p$, and mutation rate ($p_m$).
3. Set the number of activities \((n)\) in the project network and define their precedence relationship and get normal time \((NT)\), normal cost \((CT)\), crash time \((CT)\), and crash cost \((CC)\) for each activity from fuzzy logic framework as mentioned in step 1.

4. Generate initial \(n_p\) strings (refer section 2.1.2) each of length \(n\). Find the maximum path time (critical path time) and the corresponding cost by summing the cost of each activity, which is provided by ANN. These \(n_p\) strings are referred to as ‘parents’.

5. Each string generates \(|Q| = \frac{n_c}{n_p}\) number of offsprings by performing crossover and mutation with other strings of parents.

6. Determine the time and cost of each offspring-string as mentioned in step 4.

7. Combine the parent-strings and their corresponding offsprings, which makes \(n_p\) families.

8. Plot the tradeoff points and convex hull of these \(n_p\) families. The tradeoff points of each family become the ‘parents’ of the family for the next generation. If a family has no tradeoff points, the nearest point of the family is made the parent of the family for the next generation.

9. To decide the number of the offsprings for the next generation, simulated annealing has been incorporated (refer section 2.1.10).

10. Generate the required number of offspring for each parent by performing crossover and mutation with the other strings of parents.

11. Update the temperature.

12. Repeat steps 7 to 11 until the tradeoff curve remains identical or for a pre-specified number of iterations.

13. Repeat steps 1 to 12 until the analysis of project uncertainties is not completed.

3. Results and Discussion

Nonlinear TCT problem, defined by equations (1) to (3), is solved using the proposed Fuzzy-ANN-HMH approach. To illustrate the concept and the effectiveness of Fuzzy-ANN-HMH approach, two case studies which closely represent real world problems are taken from literature with suitable modifications. The first case study involving 7 activities and second case study involving 18 activities are taken from [10] and [6] respectively. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the precedence relationship of every activity of project network for each of the case studies respectively. The different options for the time and cost of each activity of these networks are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. To solve these case studies using Fuzzy-ANN-HMH approach, experiments are performed to select genetic and SA parameters. Genetic parameters – initial population \((n_p)\), the ratio \((n_c/n_p)\), and mutation rate \((p_m)\) are selected as 60, 8 and 0.02 respectively. To decide the parameter \(n_p\), experiments are done with different values of \(n_p\), ranging from 20 to 100. For each value of \(n_p\), 50 trials are conducted by keeping other parameters constant. The average time to converge to the final tradeoff profile is fastest for \(n_p = 60\). Similar
experiments are conducted to decide the SA parameters – $T^{(1)}$, $T^{(f)}$, and $\text{cool}_r$; which ensure the faster convergence to the final tradeoff curve. The SA parameters – $T^{(1)}$, $T^{(f)}$ and $\text{cool}_r$ are chosen as 100, 0.1 and 0.85 respectively. In addition, the search is set to terminate when the number of iterations are reached up to 1000 for both case studies.

![Network of First Case Study](image)

**Figure 11. Network of First Case Study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity number</th>
<th>Options I (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options II (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options III (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options IV (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options V (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options VI (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options VII (Time, Cost)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(14, 2400)</td>
<td>(15, 2167)</td>
<td>(18, 1900)</td>
<td>(20, 1800)</td>
<td>(22, 1610)</td>
<td>(23, 1390)</td>
<td>(24, 1200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(15, 3000)</td>
<td>(17, 2640)</td>
<td>(18, 2400)</td>
<td>(20, 1800)</td>
<td>(23, 1550)</td>
<td>(24, 1350)</td>
<td>(25, 1000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(15, 4500)</td>
<td>(17, 4257)</td>
<td>(21, 4160)</td>
<td>(22, 4000)</td>
<td>(25, 3692)</td>
<td>(30, 3489)</td>
<td>(33, 3200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(12, 45000)</td>
<td>(14, 40127)</td>
<td>(15, 37900)</td>
<td>(16, 35000)</td>
<td>(17, 31000)</td>
<td>(18, 31995)</td>
<td>(20, 30000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(22, 20000)</td>
<td>(24, 17500)</td>
<td>(25, 16800)</td>
<td>(26, 16250)</td>
<td>(28, 15000)</td>
<td>(29, 12875)</td>
<td>(30, 10000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(14, 40000)</td>
<td>(15, 38000)</td>
<td>(17, 34500)</td>
<td>(18, 32000)</td>
<td>(20, 27533)</td>
<td>(22, 22307)</td>
<td>(24, 18000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(9, 30000)</td>
<td>(11, 27340)</td>
<td>(12, 26990)</td>
<td>(14, 25098)</td>
<td>(15, 24000)</td>
<td>(17, 23667)</td>
<td>(18, 22000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Network Data of First Case Study**

3.1. **ANN Training for Activities.** A feed forward back propagation neural networks with LM rule for all the activities are trained on time-cost data of first and second case study respectively. One network is trained for every activity, thus a total of 7 and 18 ANNs are employed for each case study respectively. A neural network architecture as shown in Figure 2, with one input-‘activity time’ and one output-‘activity cost’ is used for training the data and error goal of $10^{-5}$ is specified. Training data for each ANN is prepared by picking up five time-cost options from Table 1 and Table 2 respectively and two time-cost options are obtained from fuzzy logic toolbox (refer section 2.2.6). Thus total seven options are used for training of each ANN. These seven options for each ANN comprises of two options with minimum and maximum time and their corresponding cost and five options are selected at random out of remaining seven options. Remaining two options of each
activity are used as testing data for the neural network. The training effort is very less with LM learning rule; it takes 4 to 6 iterations only (Figure 13). The modeling power of ANNs is validated using the testing data set. The activity cost is evaluated using ANNs and is compared with known cost data and it is found that cost obtained using neural network is very close to known data. It clearly enumerates accuracy of the model.

3.2. Effects of Project Uncertainties on Case Studies. Fuzzy-ANN-HMH approach starts within normal conditions of the linguistic variables ME, LS and WC. After getting the TCT profile from Fuzzy-ANN-HMH approach within normal conditions, effect analysis is made by changing the values of linguistic variables ME, LS, WC. If the values of these linguistic variables are greater than (0.5, 0.5, 0.5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity number</th>
<th>Options I (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options II (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options III (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options IV (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options V (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options VI (Time, Cost)</th>
<th>Options VII (Time, Cost)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(14, 2400)</td>
<td>(15, 2100)</td>
<td>(16, 1900)</td>
<td>(18, 1750)</td>
<td>(21, 1500)</td>
<td>(23, 1340)</td>
<td>(24, 1200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(15, 3000)</td>
<td>(17, 2630)</td>
<td>(18, 2400)</td>
<td>(20, 1800)</td>
<td>(21, 1720)</td>
<td>(23, 1500)</td>
<td>(25, 1000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(15, 4500)</td>
<td>(17, 4415)</td>
<td>(19, 4220)</td>
<td>(22, 4000)</td>
<td>(25, 3750)</td>
<td>(30, 3375)</td>
<td>(33, 3200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(12, 45000)</td>
<td>(13, 44300)</td>
<td>(15, 38450)</td>
<td>(16, 35000)</td>
<td>(18, 33700)</td>
<td>(19, 32400)</td>
<td>(20, 30000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(22, 20000)</td>
<td>(24, 17500)</td>
<td>(25, 16400)</td>
<td>(26, 15900)</td>
<td>(27, 15700)</td>
<td>(28, 15000)</td>
<td>(30, 10000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(14, 40000)</td>
<td>(16, 39200)</td>
<td>(17, 34500)</td>
<td>(18, 32000)</td>
<td>(20, 27700)</td>
<td>(22, 20300)</td>
<td>(24, 18000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(09, 30000)</td>
<td>(11, 27200)</td>
<td>(13, 26100)</td>
<td>(14, 25600)</td>
<td>(15, 24000)</td>
<td>(17, 22300)</td>
<td>(18, 22000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(14, 220)</td>
<td>(15, 215)</td>
<td>(16, 200)</td>
<td>(17, 190)</td>
<td>(21, 167)</td>
<td>(23, 150)</td>
<td>(24, 120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(15, 300)</td>
<td>(18, 240)</td>
<td>(20, 180)</td>
<td>(23, 150)</td>
<td>(24, 130)</td>
<td>(25, 110)</td>
<td>(25, 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(15, 450)</td>
<td>(22, 400)</td>
<td>(23, 390)</td>
<td>(27, 345)</td>
<td>(28, 330)</td>
<td>(30, 325)</td>
<td>(33, 320)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(12, 450)</td>
<td>(13, 420)</td>
<td>(14, 370)</td>
<td>(16, 350)</td>
<td>(17, 330)</td>
<td>(19, 305)</td>
<td>(20, 300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>(22, 2000)</td>
<td>(24, 1750)</td>
<td>(25, 1600)</td>
<td>(27, 1525)</td>
<td>(28, 1500)</td>
<td>(29, 1200)</td>
<td>(30, 1000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>(14, 4000)</td>
<td>(15, 3795)</td>
<td>(16, 3500)</td>
<td>(18, 3200)</td>
<td>(21, 2750)</td>
<td>(23, 2155)</td>
<td>(24, 1800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>(09, 3000)</td>
<td>(10, 2930)</td>
<td>(12, 2825)</td>
<td>(14, 2605)</td>
<td>(15, 2400)</td>
<td>(17, 2295)</td>
<td>(18, 2220)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>(10, 6525)</td>
<td>(13, 5990)</td>
<td>(14, 4500)</td>
<td>(16, 3500)</td>
<td>(17, 3355)</td>
<td>(18, 2600)</td>
<td>(20, 1930)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>(20, 3000)</td>
<td>(22, 2000)</td>
<td>(24, 1750)</td>
<td>(26, 1050)</td>
<td>(28, 1500)</td>
<td>(29, 1385)</td>
<td>(30, 1000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>(14, 4000)</td>
<td>(16, 3700)</td>
<td>(17, 3450)</td>
<td>(18, 3200)</td>
<td>(21, 2780)</td>
<td>(23, 2335)</td>
<td>(25, 1800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>(09, 3000)</td>
<td>(10, 2900)</td>
<td>(12, 2790)</td>
<td>(14, 2565)</td>
<td>(15, 2400)</td>
<td>(16, 2315)</td>
<td>(18, 2200)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
i.e. better than normal conditions, the profile moves towards the coordinate axes i.e. project duration and cost are reduced and vice versa. The effects of project uncertainties such as ME, LS, WS on ‘project time’ and ‘project cost’ for the first and second case study are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 respectively and their corresponding statistical analysis has been shown in Table 3 to improve the clarity of the results. These case studies demonstrate that project managers can analyze the effects of real-life uncertainties involved in engineering projects and can help to choose the best alternative over the nonlinear TCT profiles.

3.3. **Comparison of Fuzzy-ANN-HMH with IFAG.** Multiobjective optimization techniques including MOEA techniques such as MOGA or HMH involve determining Pareto-optimal solutions, out of which one or more are selected by a
Figure 15. Effects of Linguistic Variables on Tradeoff Profile:
Second Case Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>First Case Study</th>
<th>Second Case Study</th>
<th>Uncertain Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Time</td>
<td>Project Cost</td>
<td>Project Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>83720</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>124600</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>77.12</td>
<td>96520</td>
<td>133.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>12530</td>
<td>18.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>95010</td>
<td>118.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>119.2</td>
<td>130500</td>
<td>191.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>85.75</td>
<td>100800</td>
<td>157.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>13460</td>
<td>16.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>67.55</td>
<td>94240</td>
<td>116.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>118.2</td>
<td>137400</td>
<td>189.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>82.49</td>
<td>111800</td>
<td>151.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>14000</td>
<td>16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>55.03</td>
<td>76800</td>
<td>94.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>96.31</td>
<td>113500</td>
<td>154.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>68.74</td>
<td>90190</td>
<td>124.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>11780</td>
<td>14.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>61.06</td>
<td>85170</td>
<td>104.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>123200</td>
<td>170.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>78.85</td>
<td>95000</td>
<td>140.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>10930</td>
<td>16.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>63.99</td>
<td>89290</td>
<td>110.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>131100</td>
<td>180.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>103800</td>
<td>146.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>12270</td>
<td>18.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Statistical Analysis of Case Studies

decision-maker to suit decision environment. Therefore it is hard to compare the performance of two or more MOEA. Further, fusions like Fuzzy-ANN-HMH are unique in the literature to solve nonlinear multiobjective optimization problems in
the presence of uncertainties. However, for evaluation purpose, Fuzzy-ANN-HMH is compared with another method in literature [16], called integrated fuzzy-ANN-GA (IFAG). The comparison of Fuzzy-ANN-HMH and IFAG is carried out for the both case studies with mean values of uncertainties (i.e. ME=0.5, LS=0.5, WC=0.5). Genetic parameters are kept same i.e. initial population for the first generation (parents + offspring) and mutation rate ($p_m$) are selected as 200 and 0.02 respectively for both methods. It should be noted that the initial population in Fuzzy-ANN-HMH is 200 comprising 20 parents and 180 offspring together whereas in IFAG the total initial population is 200 comprising entirely parents. Both approaches are run for a maximum of 500 iterations. It is found that results obtained from Fuzzy-ANN-HMH approach are more diversified and also have better convergence (Figure 16 and Figure 17).

![Figure 16. Tradeoff points by Fuzzy-ANN-HMH and IFAG with mean values of uncertainties: First case study](image)

4. Conclusions

Fusion of fuzzy logic and ANN models with HMH technique is presented as an approach to solve nonlinear TCT analysis with commonly present uncertainties, and it does not place any restriction on time-cost relationship of project activities. Two case studies have been attempted to understand the feasibility of the Fuzzy-ANN-HMH and the results are compared with IFAG. It is evident from the visual results that the performance of Fuzzy-ANN-HMH is superior to IFAG in terms of convergence and diversity of solution points on TCT profile. Solutions obtained by Fuzzy-ANN-HMH for nonlinear TCT problems considered are well distributed on TCT profile and provide a large number of time-cost options. Therefore, the
proposed fusion provides a tool to project managers to analyze the effects of project uncertainties on the nonlinear TCT profile and helps to choose the best alternative over nonlinear TCT profile to execute projects.
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